TEST LANES
RAV RT 011 - 102 - 202 - 320IN
Head lamp
test

Exhaust
test
Play detector

Visual checks

Brake test

Suspension test

Side-slip test

RT011
COMPUTERISED
CONTROL UNIT
The control unit represents
the heart of the system.
All the working units are
linked to it.
Remote
control

RT102/4
ROLLER BRAKE TESTER
RT102/4F
ROLLER BRAKE TESTER
WITH SELF-BRAKING MOTORS
Motor-drive

Max. brake force

3,5 + 3,5 kW

4000 N

PROFESSIONAL DESIGN

4WD + ABS
The low test speed and the contra-rotation
option with adequate slip control make the
unit suitable for vehicles with ABS braking
system and permanent 4-wheel drive.

PERFECT GRIP
The large-size rollers with innovative silica-granule
added resin coating ensure perfect grip in all test
conditions and safeguard tyre wear.
HIGHER ROLLER

SAFETY ROLLER

LOWER ROLLER

These units are suitable for testing:

The higher position of the first roller
prevents spoiler damages due to floor
contact.

• Rolling resistance on single wheel
• Brake ovality (out-of-roundness) on single
wheels and percentage difference
• Maximum brake force on single wheel, on
axle and total
• Maximum percentage imbalance of brake
force
• Total percentage efficiency of braking system
• Percentage efficiency of handbrake
• Braking capacity split between front and
rear axle
• Axle weight (with RT202)
• Pedal pressure device (optional)
GALVANIZED PLATES HEAVY DUTY BEARINGS

RT202
SUSPENSION TESTER
The RT202 vibration suspension tester is intended for
determining the degree of
motor-vehicle suspension efficiency by measuring grip
using the EUSAMA method.
This is based on an analysis of the force pattern
transmitted by the tyre to the test plate during the
vibration test, giving a value 100 to the static weight
and measuring the force change percentage during the
vibration cycle, with the suspension acting as a damper.
The grip measurement reading indicates the capacity
of the suspension to maintain wheel-road
surface contact in the most critical
conditions.
Besides the grip reading of the
single wheels, it is also important to
determine the percentage difference
between the grips of the wheels of the same
axle in order to discover any anomalous conditions that
could cause hazardous driving situations.

RT320IN
SIDE SLIP TESTER
This unit consists of a measurement plate and
a relaxation plate and ensures quick control
of wheel alignment to determine any need for
a more precise checkup on electronic wheel
alignment equipment.
This drive-over test determines the side slip
of the wheel, by which is meant the side
movement compared to an ideal straight course
over a distance of 1 km.
The purpose of the relaxation plate is to
release any side forces already acting on the
wheels, thereby ensuring the reliability and
reproducibility of results.
GALVANIZED PLATES

RT 320IN

TECHNICAL DATA
Max. transit weight

kg

2000

Position sensor

k

50

m/km

±10

kg

50

Measuring range
Weight

Play detector

Visual checks

Brake test

Suspension test

Side-slip test

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

SRT047BTH
Pedal pressure tester with
Bluetooth transmission. For
determining the pressure pattern
on the brake pedal during tests.

R 200
Play detector

SRT048 (>SRT047BTH)
Pedal pressure adapter for
handbrake.
CFD102
CFD103
CFD200
CFD210
Light tester
SRT046L
Set of drive-through covers
for brake testers.

TECHNICAL DATA
677

kg

2500

2000

Max. transit weight per axis

kg

4000

4000

Max. braking force

N

4000

-

Load cells accuracy

%

± 0,1

± 0,1

km/h

5,2

-

Motors

kW

2x3,5

2x2,6

Roller diameter

mm

205

-

> 0,7

-

-

25 ÷ 0

2300

Coefficient of friction
Test frequency range
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RT202

RT202

Max. test weight per axis

Test speed

RT102

RT102/4

Power supply

For more informations please contact:
Phone: 9561065687
E-mail: Vipulkumar@madhusindia.com

Technical data and composition presented in this catologue may vary. Pictures reproduced are only indicative.

Hz

400 V 50 Hz 3 Ph

